
Self-Awareness
What is it and how do I achieve it?

Think about your needs.Think about your needs.

Don't try to give yourDon't try to give your

best performance atbest performance at

work when you haven'twork when you haven't

properly fulfilled thoseproperly fulfilled those

simple needs. Forsimple needs. For

example, eat a properexample, eat a proper

meal before teachingmeal before teaching

your first lesson.your first lesson.

Contemplate how your lifeContemplate how your life

experiences may help inspireexperiences may help inspire

your students. Be aware of anyyour students. Be aware of any

struggles or privileges you havestruggles or privileges you have

had. Talk about any struggleshad. Talk about any struggles

and how you overcame themand how you overcame them

when trying to inspire andwhen trying to inspire and

empower your students.empower your students.  

Mindfulness is the ability to beMindfulness is the ability to be

aware of our experience in theaware of our experience in the

present moment, withoutpresent moment, without

judgement. It is helpful as itjudgement. It is helpful as it

can give you resilience and thecan give you resilience and the

strength to rise above thestrength to rise above the

challenges of life. Practicingchallenges of life. Practicing

mindfulness can be donemindfulness can be done

anywhere as it is a quietanywhere as it is a quiet

activity in our heads.activity in our heads.  

What is self-awareness?

What are the benefits of self-awareness?

How can I become self-aware?

Self-awareness is about understanding ourselves and being in tune with our emotions and needs. It

means recognising your behaviour in certain situations, the reasons you act in such a way, and how to

support yourself so you can be your best self at work. For example, self-awareness means knowing how

much sleep you need to function properly and making sure you get that much sleep, or knowing which

foods are best for you and at what times you should eat them. All of these are ways in which you can be

aware of your needs and traits, meaning you will be happier and have more valuable interactions. 

Being self-aware will improve your teaching as being sure of yourself and what you need will help you

teach to the best of your ability. In teaching, you are constantly at the front of the classroom and it is

easy for a bad day to affect you and your teaching. Being aware of your habits, tendencies, and needs

means that you can try to combat bad days by establishing strategies that work for you. 

It will give your students the tools to respond more effectively, as being self-aware means you are

aware of how others perceive you and your behaviour. If you know yourself, you are able to better

understand people's reactions to your actions. This means you can plan how to interact with students. 
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